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Casa Evaliza
Seminyak,Bali,Indonesia
Apparently named after the owner's daughter, Casa Evaliza is a dream holiday home dedicated to
children in more than just title ‐ and is none too shabby for adults either!

From the kids' pretty‐in‐pink bunk room with space for four sleeping beauties, to the pool complete with
floating toys; from the cosy TV room to the box of games just in case there's a rainy day; from the cook
who's happy to knock up a favorite pizza (as well as a whole host of other Asian and western delights) to
the cheerful waiting staff willing to drop everything for a game of hide‐and‐seek ‐ Casa Evaliza is a truly
family‐friendly holiday retreat.
The raised 14‐metre pool, perfect for family fun, is set in lawns ripe for a game of tag while a giant balé
provides shade for down‐time, a round of cards or an outdoor feast. For kids seeking yet more
amusement, the beach is but a three‐minute walk down the road (five for those with shorter legs).
And for the adults? Casa Evaliza is right in the heart of Seminyak, close to classy eateries such a Ku Dé Ta
and Sarong, yet its location within the gated Legian Club ensures a certain tranquility not often found in
such a central position.
Refurbished in 2009, four‐bedroomed Casa Evaliza is a stunning villa which blends many of Bali's
creative architectural touches with today's more modern requirements. Thatched alang alang roofs
contrast beautifully with the clean white Palimanan stonework; teakwood floors and trim give warmth
to the cool whitewashed walls. A fully‐fitted European kitchen sits comfortably alongside the lounge and
dining room which is stuffed with artefacts, local artwork and historic prints collected from around the
Indonesian archipelago. From here, giant doors fold open to make the most of the tropical gardens and
that wonderfully refreshing pool ‐ making it a great place to relax while keeping an eye on the kids.
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